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Abstract— Cloud Computing is a computing paradigm shift where computing is moved away from personal computers or an individual 
server to a cloud of computers. Its flexibility, cost-effectiveness, and dynamically re-allocation of resources as per demand make it 
desirable. At an unprecedented pace, cloud computing has simultaneously transformed business and government, and created new 
security challenges such as data breaches, data loss, account hijacking and denial of service. Paramount among these security threats is 
data breaches. The proposed work is to prevent data breaching threat by way of providing user authentication through one-time password 
system and challenge response, risk assessment to identify and prevent possible risks, encryption using enhanced elliptic curve 
cryptography where a cryptographically secure random number generation is used to make the number unpredictable, data  integrity using 
MD5 technique, and key management. Also a secure disposal of information and secure transmission of files between clouds are ensured. 
The platform for deployment of the application is Google App Engine. 

Index Terms— Authentication, Cloud security issues, Elliptic curve cryptography, MD5, Risk assessment, Role Based Access Control, 
Secure Disposal.   

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     
IST defines cloud computing as: “cloud computing is a 
model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on demand 
network access to a shared pool of configurable compu-

ting resources that can be rapidly positioned with minimal 
management effort or service provider interaction". Cloud 
computing is transforming information technology. As infor-
mation and processes migrate to the cloud, it is transforming 
not only where computing is done, but, fundamentally, how it 
is done [1]. As increasingly more corporate and academic 
worlds invest in this technology, it will also drastically change 
it professionals’ working environment.  

1.1 Selection of Cloud Service Model 
Software as a service (SaaS) is a software distribution model 

in which applications are hosted by a vendor or service pro-
vider and made available to customers over a network, typi-
cally the Internet. In the software on demand model, the pro-
vider gives customers network-based access to a single copy of 
an application created specifically for SaaS distribution. 

Platform as a service (PaaS) is a category of cloud compu-
ting services that provides a computing platform and a solu-
tion stack as a service. In this model, the consumer creates the 
software using tools and/or libraries from the provider. The 
consumer also controls software deployment and configura-
tion settings. The provider provides the networks, servers, 
storage, and other services. 
 

Infrastructure as a service (IaaS): In the most basic cloud-
service model, providers of IaaS offer computers, physical or 
(more often) virtual machines, and other resources. IaaS 
clouds often offer additional resources such as a virtual-
machine disk image library, raw (block) and file-based stor-
age, firewalls, load balancers, IP addresses, virtual local area 
networks (VLANs), and software bundles. 

1.2 Selection of cloud deployment model 
Private cloud: Private cloud is cloud infrastructure operat-

ed solely for a single organization, whether managed internal-
ly or by a third-party and hosted internally or externally. Un-
dertaking a private cloud project requires a significant level 
and degree of engagement to virtualize the business environ-
ment, and requires the organization to re-evaluate decisions 
about existing resources. 

Public cloud: A cloud is called a 'Public cloud' when the 
services are rendered over a network that is open for public 
use. Generally, public cloud service providers like Amazon 
AWS, Microsoft and Google own and operate the infrastruc-
ture and offer access only via Internet (direct connectivity is 
not offered). 

Community cloud: Community cloud shares infrastructure 
be-tween several organizations from a specific community 
with common concerns (security, compliance, jurisdiction, 
etc.), whether managed internally or by a third-party and 
hosted in-ternally or externally. The costs are spread over few-
er users than a public cloud (but more than a private cloud), so 
only some of the cost savings potential of cloud computing are 
realized. 

Hybrid cloud: Hybrid cloud is a composition of two or 
more clouds (private, community or public) that remain 
unique entities but are bound together, offering the benefits of 
multiple deployment models. Such composition expands de-
ployment options for cloud services, allowing IT organizations 
to use public cloud computing resources to meet temporary 
needs. 

N 
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Cloud computing, as a new technology, has also created 
new security challenges such as data breaches, data loss, ac-
count hijacking and denial of service.  The shift from server to 
service-based thinking is transforming the way technology 
departments think about, design, and deliver computing tech-
nology and applications. Yet these advances have created new 
security vulnerabilities, including security issues whose full 
impact is still emerging. Among the most significant security 
risks associated with cloud computing is data breaching. 

1.3 Data security issues in cloud computing 

Compared with traditional software architecture, cloud 
compu-ting has more serious data security problem. Data se-
curity is aimed at applying technical mechanism to guarantee 
data management in reasonable control, and guarantee data 
without illegal visit or revise during data process. As men-
tioned above, the main data security problems of cloud com-
puting include data breaches, data loss, account hijacking and 
denial of service. Our work aims at data breaching which is 
currently the biggest threat in cloud. 

Data breaching is the biggest security issue [2]. A data 
breach is the intentional or unintentional release of secure in-
formation to an untrusted environment. It is a security inci-
dent in which sensitive, protected or confidential data is cop-
ied, transmitted, viewed, stolen or used by an individual un-
authorized to do so. A capable hacker can easily get into a cli-
ent side application and get into the client’s confidential data. 
When a cloud customer puts its sensitive data into the cloud it 
is completely reliant on the security and incident response 
processes of the cloud service provider in order to respond to 
a data breach. This situation poses many fundamental prob-
lems. 

When an organisation handling its own data suffers a 
breach it is clear that the organisation will be investigating and 
managing the incident with its own interests as a priority. It 
has control of its systems and the data residing therein and 
can make decisions that protect its interests from a business 
and liability perspective. If a cloud provider suffers a data 
breach exposing its customers’ data, its interests may not be 
(and perhaps often are not) aligned with its customers’. To the 
extent the service provider faces potential liability; its han-
dling of a breach situation may favour its own interests. Cloud 
customers may not have the control over or access to the sys-
tem they would typically enjoy in order to investigate, gather 
evidence and remediate a data breach. Service providers may 
be encouraged to withhold certain information from their cus-
tomers to protect themselves. Unfortunately, while data loss 
and data leakage are both serious threats to cloud computing, 
the measures put in place to mitigate one of these threats can 
exacerbate the other. For this reason, we are implementing a 
three level (authentication, confidentiality and data integrity) 
security to ensure protection at all levels, in addition to secure 
disposal of information. 

2 RELATED WORK 
Cloud Computing is an agile, reliable, cost effective and scala-
ble method for delivery of computing and delivery of data. 
End users access cloud based applications through a web 

browser or a lightweight desktop or mobile app while the 
business  software  and  data  are  stored  on  servers  at  a  
remote  location.  Cloud Computing is an emerging compu-
ting paradigm in which resources of the computing infrastruc-
ture are provided as services over the Internet. To  keep  sensi-
tive  user  data  confidential  against untrusted  servers,  exist-
ing  solutions  usually  apply  cryptographic  methods  by  
disclosing  data  decryption  keys  only  to authorized users. A 
number of researches have been conducted to evaluate the 
security issues in cloud computing including control measures 
to reduce threats through various cryptographic algorithms, 
risk assessments, secure disposal of information and secure 
storage of data. 

Over the years, a lot of researches have been conducted on 
the risks associated with cloud computing and a number of 
solutions have been proposed in which most of them are not 
in use or implemented. V. Gampala, et al, analyzed security 
challenges in cloud computing with the risks associated with 
them, and proposed a number of theoretical solutions to them. 
They explored data security in cloud computing by imple-
menting digital signature and encryption with elliptic curve 
cryptography to provide confidentiality and authentication of 
data between clouds without stating ways to apply them [3]. 

R. Sridevi and V. Bande, considered diverse security sphere 
parameters in cloud computing such as Framework, Risk 
Management, Compliance, Lifecycle Management, Interoper-
ability, Business Continuity, Data Center Operations, Incident 
Response, Encryption and Key Management, Identity and Ac-
cess Management, Virtualization, Static Access Security, Inter-
net Access Security, and Dynamic Access Security [4]. They 
used the classification and survey results to discover similari-
ties and explored the differences in the architectural ap-
proaches of cloud computing and also to identify areas requir-
ing thorough research. They provided findings based on the 
detailed review that could assist in analyzing best fit scenario 
for an elegant secured cloud computing environment. They 
concluded that, multi- provider cloud environment cannot 
provide complete security. They further proposed that to offer 
complete security trust, assessment work would be carried out 
under the supervision of third party module (TPM). 

R. Sunita and G. Ambrish proposed encryption using hy-
brid algorithm and secured endpoints whereby a Hybrid Al-
gorithm is used to encrypt the message by which firstly the 
password will be encrypted by the Ceaser cipher then the en-
crypted result will again be encrypted by using RSA substitu-
tion algorithm and finally the result will again be encrypted 
by the mono alphabetic substation method [5]. Then the pass-
word will be sent to the server with the plaintext user name 
and if it matches only then the user get access to the system.  

P. Arora and A. S. Tyagi describe the performance of dif-
ferent security algorithms on a cloud network and also on a 
single processor for different input sizes and Advanced En-
cryption Standard security algorithm was implemented for 
ensuring security framework [6]. They implemented various 
cryptographic algorithms on a cloud network in which they 
concluded that the algorithms implemented are more efficient 
than using them on single system. The simulation was done 
on the eclipse and the graphical results were shown by using 
mat lab. They also stated that performance of an algorithm on 
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a cloud network varies according to the type of the algorithm 
such as symmetric, asymmetric or hashing and also varies 
with the size of the input. This was a simulation and not actual 
implementation so it may not be very accurate.  

NIST (the National Institute for Standards and Technolo-
gy) of the U.S. Department of Commerce derives its mandate 
from the U.S. Constitution, through the congressional power 
to “fix the standard of weights and measures.” In brief, NIST 
establishes the basic standards of science and commerce. 
Whatever NIST says about cryptography becomes implement-
ed in cryptographic applications throughout U.S. government 
agencies. Its influence leads to the widespread use of its 
standards in industry and the broad adoption of its standards 
internationally [1], [7]. Through the Snowden disclosures, the 
NIST standard for pseudo-random number generation has 
fallen into disrepute. Random number generators can either be 
truly random (obtaining their values from randomness in the 
physical world such as a quantum mechanical process) or 
pseudo-random (obtaining their values from a deterministic 
algorithm, yet displaying a semblance of randomness). A sub-
class of pseudo-random number generators are cryptograph-
ically secure, intended for use in cryptographic applications 
such as key generation, one-way hash functions, signature 
schemes, private key cryptosystems, and zero knowledge in-
teractive proofs. A. Priyadharshini made a survey on security 
issues and the countermeasures in cloud computing storage.  
To  keep  sensitive  user  data  confidential  against untrusted  
servers,  existing  solutions  usually  apply  cryptographic  
methods  by  disclosing  data  decryption  keys  only  to au-
thorized users [8]. This work is aimed at eliminating the com-
putation overhead in countering the security issues in cloud 
storage by using Kerberos authentication mechanism and ad-
dressing the need for moving to multi-clouds. 

3 PROPOSED WORK 
The proposed work includes authenticating the user by 

providing challenge response and one-time password system. 
Risk assessment will be done to identify and prevent potential 
risks, if a risk is determined, the user will be blocked from ac-
cessing the system, otherwise, a one-time password will be 
sent to the user's valid email and phone number to be used to 
log into the system. Encryption will be done on uploaded files 
using elliptic curve cryptography and the key will be managed 
appropriately to prevent unnecessary exposure to unauthor-
ised users. The elliptic curve cryptographic algorithm will be 
enhanced using a cryptographically secure random number 
generation to make the number unpredictable. It also includes 
secure disposal of information and secure transmission be-
tween two clouds as shown in Fig 1. The application is created 
as Software as a Service and deployed on Google App Engine 
platform. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1. Security system to prevent data breaching 

 

3.1 Process 
When a user requests for access either to upload or down-

load files into the cloud: 
1. Multi-factor authentication: This is an approach to 

authentication which requires the presentation of a knowledge 
factor ("something only the user knows"), a possession factor 
("something only the user has"), and / or an inherence factor 
("something only the user is"). The system uses challenge re-
sponse and one-time password schemes for authentication. 

 Challenge response: This form of authentication is to check 
validity of the user by providing challenge response module 
where a series of personal questions will be asked. The chal-
lenge response consists of a series of personal questions that 
the valid user knows of. 

One-time password will be sent to the user's mail and phone 
number for the next login to the system anytime the user logs 
in to the system. The same password cannot be used twice and 
it is deleted from the database after the user logs into the sys-
tem. 

2. Risk assessment: This is to prevent unauthorized per-
sons from using either automated attack to obtain passwords 
or guessing the password because they have unlimited pass-
word attempts [4], [9]. Risk is detected if there occur four 
failed login attempts and the system blocks the user from fur-
ther attempts by blacklisting the user. A user access review is 
implemented to actively monitor and verify the appropriate-
ness of a users' access to the system and applications. Impact 
analysis is done to evaluate the possible future effects that a 
particular activity of a user may have on the system or an in-
dividual's privacy. Intrusion detection mechanism monitors the 
system activities for malicious activities or policy violations 
and identifies suspicious patterns that may indicate a system 
attack from someone attempting to break into or compromise 
the system. Access Revocation is done to blacklist the user if the 
impact of his activity on the system is high. 

3. Encryption: If the user uploads a file, the file will be en-
crypted using an enhanced elliptic curve cryptographic algo-
rithm and the original file will be deleted in order to avoid it 
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being intercepted. Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) is an 
approach to public-key cryptography based on the algebraic 
structure of elliptic curves over finite fields. The use of elliptic 
curves in cryptography was suggested independently by Neal 
Koblitz and Victor S. Miller in 1985 [5]. Public-key cryptog-
raphy is based on the intractability of certain mathematical 
problems. Public-key systems are secure assuming that it is 
difficult to factor a large integer composed of two or more 
large prime factors. For elliptic-curve-based protocols, it is 
assumed that finding the discrete logarithm of a random ellip-
tic curve element with respect to a publicly known base point 
is infeasible. The size of the elliptic curve determines the diffi-
culty of the problem. The primary benefit promised by ECC is 
a smaller key size, reducing storage and transmission re-
quirements—i.e., that an elliptic curve group could provide 
the same level of security afforded by an RSA-based system 
with a large modulus and correspondingly larger key—e.g., a 
256-bit ECC public key should provide comparable security to 
a 3072-bit RSA public key. For current cryptographic purpos-
es, an elliptic curve is a plane curve which consists of the 
points satisfying the equation (1):   

y2=x3+ax+b      (1) 

The elliptic curve cryptography involves key pair generation, 
signature generation and verification, and encryption and decryp-
tion. Supposed A wants to send to B an encrypted message. A 
takes plaintext message M, and encodes it onto a point, PM, 
from the elliptic group. A will then choose another random 
integer, k from the interval [1, p-1]. The cipher text is a pair of 
points shown in (2) which will be sent to B. 
PC = [ (kB), (PM + kPB) ]      (2) 

4. Decryption: If the user will download or view a file, the 
encrypted file will be decrypted using elliptic curve algorithm. 
As depicted in (3), the receiver of the encrypted file will com-
pute the product of the first point from PC and his private key, 
then takes the product and subtracts it from the second point 
from PC then decodes PM to get the message, M.  

(PM + kPB) – [dB(kB)] = PM + k(dBB) – dB(kB) = PM (3) 

Cryptographically secure pseudorandom number genera-
tion 

Choose an arbitrary string A 
H= FH(S, P) // Compute hash 
X →H // Convert hash H to field element X 
Test x-coordinate for validity on curve E 
 { x=true; // If valid, decompress X to obtain point Q 
Input P, Q, Seed 
Generate random number 
Apply second hash, FH(RN) 
New Output} 
5. Key and file management: The system will be managed 

in such a way that even in an organization, there will be multi-
level role based security such that every level of the organiza-
tion’s management will have different priorities in accessing 
to ensure that only authorised user’s will be able to access spe-
cific information. MD5 algorithm will be used to produce a 
message digest of the key (also called a hash). The system will 
send the message digest instead of the key itself, which en-

sures that no one can eavesdrop and learn keys during trans-
mission. 

 
6. Role Based Access Control: This is an approach to re-

strict system access to authorized users only. The permissions 
to perform certain operations are assigned to specific roles and 
access policies are defined for various users due to their privi-
leges [10]. User access policy: Only authorized users are granted 
access to information systems, and users are limited to specific 
defined, documented and approved applications and levels of 
access rights. There is a segregation of roles or duties for various 
levels of authorities of users so that each will be restricted to 
their own area of access and the users will be restricted on the 
type of operations they want to execute based on their privi-
leges. 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Role Based Access control Model (RBAC) 
 
Algorithm for role based access control is as follows as de-

picted in Fig. 2 
U, R, P, S, OPS, and OBS (users, roles, permissions, session, 

operations, and objects, respectively). 
i. UA  U x R, a many-to-many mapping user-to-role 

assignment relation. 
ii. assigned users: (r:R) →2U, the mapping of role r onto 

a set of users. Formally: assigned_users(r) = {u Є U (u, 
r) Є UA}. 

iii. P = 2 (OPS xOBS), the set of permissions. 
iv. PA  P x R, a many-to-many mapping permission-

to-role assignment relation. 
v. assigned permissions(r: R) →2P, the mapping of role r 

onto a set of permissions. Formally: assigned permis-
sions(r) = {u Є P (p, r) Є PA}.  

vi. Ob(p: P) →{op OPS}, the permission-to-operation 
mapping, which gives the set of operations associated 
with permission p. 

vii. Ob(p: P) →{ob OBS}, the permission-to-object 
mapping, which give the set of objects associated with 
permission p. 

viii. S, the set of sessions. 
ix. user sessions (u: U) → 2S, the mapping of user u onto 

a set of sessions. 
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x. session roles (s: S) →2R, the mapping of session s onto 
a set of roles. Formally: session roles (si) {r Є  R | 
(session_users (si), r Є UA}. 

xi. avail_ session_perms ( s : S) →  2 P , the permissions 
available to a user in a session,            U  
assigned_permissions (r)            r Є session _roles (s) 

 
7. Data Integrity: Data Integrity refers to the 

trustworthiness of system resources, maintaining and assuring 
the accuracy and consistency of data over its entire life-cycle, 
and is a critical aspect to the design, implementation and usage 
of any system which stores, processes or retrieves data. Data 
integrity can be compromised by multiple factors which 
include security threads, human errors, physical factors, and 
software bugs. To ensure integrity of data in the datastore, 
MD5 algorithm is used. The MD5 message-digest algorithm is 
a cryptographic hash function which produces a 128-bit (16-
byte) hash value, typically expressed in text format as a 32 digit 
hexadecimal number. MD5 has been utilized in a wide variety 
of cryptographic applications, and is also commonly used to 
verify data integrity. 

8. Secure Disposal: This is the permanent destruction of 
data that is no longer needed using crypto-shredding, and the 
use of content discovery to validate that it is not remaining in 
active storage or archives. Crypto-shredding is the deliberate 
destruction of all encryption keys for the data; effectively 
destroying the data until the encryption protocol used is 
broken or capable of being guessed through brute force 
mechanism. Crypto-shredding is an effective technique for the 
cloud, since it ensures that any data in archival storage that’s 
outside physical control is also destroyed once you make the 
keys unavailable. Shredding is a process of irreversible file 
destruction, so that its contents could not be recovered that is 
deleting data without leaving any trace. First, the file is 
overwritten with byte 9. Next follow one or more passes 
writing random data. And the last pass overwrites the file 
contents with byte 246. For two-pass shredding the first pass 
(which writes byte 9) is omitted. For instance, five-pass 
shredding is performed as follows: one pass writing byte 9, 
then three passes writing random data, and then the finishing 
pass writing byte 246. 

9. Secure Transmission between Clouds: Security will be 
ensured when a user wants to access files in another cloud 
environment to prevent interception of data in transit, 
falsification or corruption of data. Kerberos network 
authentication protocol will be used to protect the system 
against eavesdropping and replay attacks during transmission 
at the cloud broker side. The Kerberos protocol is designed to 
provide reliable authentication over open and insecure 
networks where communications between the hosts belonging 
to it may be intercepted. Kerberos is a computer network 
authentication protocol which works on the basis of ‘ticket’ to 
allow nodes communicating over a non-secure network to 
prove their identity to one another in a secure manner [8]. It is 
beneficial because it provides mutual authentication both the 
user and the server verify each other’s identity. Because of 
some limitations of Kerberos it is restricted by some well-
known organizations. When the Kerberos server is down due 
to any physical or environmental attack, no one can log in. 

This can be resolved by using multiple servers instead of 
single server. Another limitation with Kerberos is Kerberos 
assumes that each user is trusted but is using an untrusted 
host on an untrusted network. Its primary goal is to prevent 
unencrypted passwords from being sent across that network.  

4 CONCLUSION 
Security is a very crucial need in cloud computing so if 

proper measures are put in place it gives both the service pro-
vider and the user a great relief. Our system ensures the cor-
rective measures to protect the integrity of data as well as de-
tecting and preventing possible risks thus ensuring data 
breaching is prevented. 

Our system, however, concentrates on mainly data breaches 
but there are more threats that cloud security faces. We will 
therefore in our future scope implement preventive measures 
for minimizing other threats as well as deploying our system 
on different cloud platforms to ensure that it can be used 
across platforms. 
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